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Industry pilot study

GS1 Standards are addressing
Produce Traceability Initiative
requirements and making whole
chain traceability possible in the
fresh foods industry.

Tracing Grapes
from Chilean Field
to U.S. Grocery
Evaluating Whole Chain Traceability
of Imported Table Grapes
Background
Subsole S.A. is a company composed of prominent fruit growers based in Chile.
It was founded in the early 1990s as a small Chilean grower cooperative with the
purpose of exporting table grapes. The Subsole model was designed to be inclusive
and progressive, giving growers, customers, and employees more active roles in the
fruit growing enterprise.
Continuing in that innovative tradition, Subsole S.A. agreed to work with a pilot
team in March 2012 to solve a pressing food traceability challenge—tracking
imported fresh produce into the United States at each step along the supply chain.
The pilot team consisted of representatives from Bayer CropScience U.S. and
Chile, C.H. Robinson Worldwide, Associated Grocers of Baton Rouge, Subsole S.A.,
FoodLogiQ®, GS1 USTM and GS1 Chile.

Pilot sponsor:
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Scope

Challenge
Implementing Produce Traceability Initiative labeling
and communications standards with Chilean table
grape growers, the Port of Valparaiso, the Port of
Wilmington, through C.H. Robinson, to Associated
Grocers of Baton Rouge, and to retail stores across
the Southern United States.

Solution
Bayer CropScience worked with FoodLogiQ to
implement PTI labeling hardware and traceability
software at the packing sheds in Chile, linked to the
C.H. Robinson logistics network.

The pilot focused on case and pallet labeling of red and
green seedless grapes packed in two-pound clamshells under
the Welch’s® brand. The labels were produced using the
Produce Traceability Initiative (PTI) best practices.
This clamshell configuration is frequently ordered by
Associated Grocers and is packaged at El Retorno, in the
San Felipe region, north of Santiago, and Lainca, south
of Santiago. Both packing sheds ship to C.H. Robinson
through cold storage warehouses, owned and managed by
Subsole at the Port of Valparaiso and then to the Port of
Wilmington, Delaware.
While the grapes were at sea on the way to the United
States, C.H. Robinson sent an Electronic Data Interchange
(EDI) Advance Ship Notice (ASN) to Associated Grocers
(AG) and arranged for transportation of the grapes from
Wilmington to the AG Baton Rouge Distribution Center. At
both ports, scanners were tested to ensure the ability to scan
and store the pallet label barcode containing the 18-digit
Serial Shipping Container Code (SSCC) plus the Application
Identifier (AI00).
Associated Grocers tested the inbound ASN to ensure that
their receiving dock scanners were populated with the case
Global Trade Item Number® (GTIN®) and lot information
related to the pallet SSCC. Associated Grocers also tested the
outbound traceability of the GTIN to their stores using the
voice pick code on the PTI label.
Upon completion of the pilot, the expectation was to have
complete whole chain traceability records of a number of
pallets of Chilean table grapes. This pilot study outlines how
this goal was accomplished and the key findings that surfaced
along the way.
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Grape Growing
Subsole identifies each field and block uniquely. As grapes
are harvested, they are packed into plastic containers lined
with plastic sheeting. The containers are loaded onto a truck
and pulled into the packing shed for processing. The grapes
are sorted and placed directly into clamshells and weighed.

Case Packing & Labeling
Once the clamshells are packed into cases, the cases are
packed onto pallets and a case label is applied. Today,
Subsole applies a label containing human readable
information required by the Chilean Department of
Agriculture (SAG).
During the pilot a FoodLogiQ Smart Printer was installed in
each shed capable of producing the PTI required barcoded
case label with a four-digit PTI voice pick code (e.g. 3580).
The PTI label with the GS1-128 barcode includes the
C.H. Robinson case GTIN (e.g. 10095829210300) and Lot
Number (e.g. 623003). One can look up the brand owner of

this GTIN at the GS1 website, www.GEPIR.org, and find more
information on the grower at www.GoodGrowingLink.com.
The case-level barcode is used by resellers to scan inbound,
outbound, or both. The PTI case label uses a GS1-128
barcode and includes Application Identifiers, such as (01)
which indicates GTIN and (10) which indicates Lot Number.
This enables scanners to read and parse a single barcode
into multiple pieces of data. This increases the speed and
accuracy of data capture throughout the supply chain.
The GTIN is a globally unique identifier for the product
that enables whole chain communication and traceability.
Prior to the GTIN, there was no consistent way for Subsole,
C.H. Robinson, and Associated Grocers to refer to a case
of grapes.
As part of the pilot, the team met with GS1 Chile to
discuss the rollout of the PTI case label across Chile.
There are several growers beginning to label cases per the
PTI recommendation, but most have not implemented
the PTI voice pick code due to software limitations.

Providing growers with
PTI compliant label
printing equipment and
training was a key step
in the pilot.
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The hardware, software
and training provided
during this pilot enabled
Subsole to implement
PTI-compliant labeling.

Valparaiso Shipping
Process and
Pallet Labeling
Once the cases are packed
onto pallets, a pallet tag
is applied to each pallet.
Currently, Subsole generates
a 10-digit number that
conforms to the SAG
requirements for exported
fresh produce. For the pilot,
Subsole added a GS1 SSCC
to the label. The SSCC is an
18-digit number with a twodigit Application Identifier
(00) prefix that indicates
that an SSCC follows.
The pallets were sent from
the packing shed to a
Subsole cold storage facility
awaiting shipment to the
United States. Once released,
the pallet information is
sent to the Port of Valparaiso. Currently, the port scans the
10-digit pallet tags and communicates the list to the Port
of Wilmington. The pilot shows that it will be possible to
use the SSCC in the future, but this will require the Chilean
Department of Agriculture to modify its systems to handle
the longer pallet number—and the port systems will need
to be synchronized in their handling of the Application
Identifiers when encoding the SSCC into a GS1-128 barcode.

Feedback from the Port of Valparaiso indicated that their
scanners were capable of handling the SSCC but it is read
and stored as a 20-character text field. During the transfer
of the SSCC to the Port of Wilmington or during scanning
in Wilmington, there is the opportunity to drop the leading
two zeros.

Port of Wilmington Receiving Process
In advance of arrival, the Port of Valparaiso communicates
the manifest to the Port of Wilmington. The pallet ID is a
10-digit SAG number that varies in structure by grower.
GS1 US personnel were on-site at the Port of Wilmington as
the grapes arrived to review how port staff scans pallets and
handles inbound communication. It was not readily apparent
that their systems are fully compatible with the SSCC.
Our conclusion is that GS1 Global will need to coordinate with
all ports globally to ensure consistent reading and storing of
the SSCC.
When the product is received at the port, the dock
support crew unloads each pallet of grapes and provides
confirmation of received products to the Port of Wilmington.
The temperature of the grapes is taken by United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA) mandate. The product
is then transported to the fumigation warehouse, where the
temperature is taken again. If the product is too cold for
fumigation, it is held by the USDA until the next day. The
fumigation process is performed once nightly.
Product is then transported to the cold storage warehouse,
from which, C.H. Robinson arranges shipment. Some product
is fast moving and some is slow moving, but there is an
absolute holding time before spoilage. Oldest product is
always shipped first (first-in, first-out). The cold storage
warehouse identifies products using proprietary, company
specific systems and labeling. In the future, there is an
opportunity for the SSCC, GTIN, and Lot Number to be
included by the port in this confirmation.

PRODUCE TRACEABILITY
INITIATIVE (PTI)
GS1 US, the Produce Marketing Association (PMA),
the United Fresh Produce Association (UFPA), and
the Canadian Produce Marketing Association (CPMA) recommend supply
chain-wide adoption of electronic traceability for every case of produce
by the end of 2012 in this voluntary, wide-reaching industry initiative.
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ASSOCIATED GROCERS

450 cases linked to 275 shipments and
270 unique stores. Over the course of one week, virtually every store that
During this pilot, we tracked

Associated Grocers serves received a case of grapes from Subsole of the same lot.

Associated Grocers Pallet Receiving Report,
show SSCC, GTIN and Lot Number associated
with internal AG Pallet Number. This is PTI
Milestone #6.
Electronic manifest from
Subsole provides grower, cold
storage, shipping information,
packing date, pallet SSCC,
GTIN, and Lot Number.

Associated Grocers Inventory Control Report
showing Slot Number and Internal AG Pallet
Number. The Pallet and Slot provide links from
inbound order to outbound shipment.

Associated Grocers Shipping Report showing cases linked to
Store, Invoice Number, and Invoice Date. This is PTI Milestone #7.
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This pilot enabled Associated Grocers and C.H. Robinson to move a
step closer to full electronic traceability record management for fresh
produce.

Subsole Pallet label with
SAG compliant 10-digit pallet
number and 18-digit GS1 SSCC

This integration will provide
whole chain visibility into what
is at the port, when it was
received, and how long it waits
until transport. This is useful
information for both safety and
quality purposes.

Advance Ship Notice
Prior to arrival of the shipment at Associated Grocers, an
EDI 856 Advance Ship Notice (ASN) is created and sent
by C.H. Robinson based on the information provided by
Subsole during ocean transit. Generally, the ASN provides
confirmation of the product and quantity shipped and when
it will arrive. The new information added to the ASN includes
the pallet number (SSCC), the case GTIN, Lot Number, and
Pack Date (optional per PTI best practices).

Associated Grocers worked with its software provider to
incorporate inbound ASN into the receiving process. As
part of the pilot, ASNs were sent to Associated Grocers to
test their receiving handheld computers/scanners to verify
that the system was able to read the SSCC from the Subsole
pallet; match it with the data sent from C.H. Robinson
to determine the GTIN and Lot Number; then store the
information against the Associated Grocers purchase order
and put-away location.
The bottom line for Associated Grocers is that if all inbound
shipments had an ASN and an SSCC, the receiving process
and PTI Milestone #6 compliance could be accomplished
with one scan rather than multiple, manual data entry tasks.
This pilot enabled Associated Grocers and C.H. Robinson
to move a step closer to full electronic traceability record
management for fresh produce.

Receiving at Associated Grocers
Distribution Center
Once the product is received at Associated Grocers’ dock, the
PTI requirement (Milestone #6) is to read and store the GTIN
and Lot Number associated with the inbound shipment and
relate it to the receiver’s purchase order. This may either be
accomplished by direct data entry into a purchasing system,
scanning with a mobile computer, or through the ASN.

Example of an EDI 856 ASN

Example of the Handheld Receiving Screen used in the warehouse to link
the AG Purchase Order and internal AG Pallet Number to the inbound
SSCC, GTIN, and Lot Number
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FAST FACTS
Subsole ships

10 million fresh fruit cases per year.

61% of those cases are table grapes.
Source: Subsole, www.subsole.cl

37% of fresh fruit exported to the United States

comes from Chile.

Source: Chilean Fresh Fruit Association, www.chileanfreshfruit.com

Put-Away
The received pallet is put into a numbered slot in the
warehouse. This location is linked to Associated Grocers’
pallet number (SSCC) the case GTIN, and Lot Number.
This location is key to the next step in traceability.

Voice Picking
Associated Grocers processes thousands of orders
from their 280 retail locations on a daily basis. In
order to handle this volume, the warehouse uses a
voice picking system. When an order is received,
a pick “ticket” is created. This information is fed into
the voice picking system in the warehouse.
The “picker” vocalizes into a microphone the order that
they are working on and that they are ready for instruction.
The voice pick system tells the picker the first warehouse
location to go to. Once there, the picker is told how many
cases to pick.

Pilot Study Findings
• This project provided valuable input to GS1 Global,
the Produce Traceability Initiative, and the Food
and Drug Administration as they develop the Food
Safety Modernization Act.
• There is significant value for U.S. importers and
retailers in having a standardized, automated way
of identifying and tracking imported fresh produce.
• Subsole implemented PTI case and pallet labeling
at two facilities in less than one week.
• The Chilean Department of Agriculture is working
to expand its system to handle SSCCs and GTINs.
• Several Chilean growers are implementing PTI
labeling, but none (that we are aware of) had the
voice pick code.

For products flagged as PTI traceable, the pick is told
by the voice system not only how many cases to pick,
but also to vocalize the four digit inverse number in the
lower right corner of the PTI case label, or PTI voice pick
code. The PTI voice pick code is linked to the SSCC GTIN,
and Lot Number of the pallet. This gives the warehouse
system a way to link the GTIN and Lot Number to the
outbound order.

• The ports of Valparaiso and Wilmington were
capable of scanning the SSCC, but do not parse
the Application Identifier from the SSCC-18. This
may cause an issue during information transfer
between ports.

Shipping to Retail Stores

•	An opportunity exists across Latin America for
sharing the information gleaned from this pilot
with growers, shippers, exporters, ports, and
departments of agriculture.

The PTI requirement (Milestone #7) is to link an outbound
shipment to the GTIN and Lot Number of the case of
fresh produce. At Associated Grocers, this was achieved
using the PTI voice pick code linked to the receiving
data stored per Milestone #7.

• GS1 Chile is now working with large organizations
in numerous industries on implementing GS1-128
barcodes on case labels.
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Pilot sponsor:

ABOUT Bayer CropScience

Bayer is a global enterprise with core competencies in the fields of healthcare, nutrition, and
high-tech materials. Bayer CropScience, a subgroup of Bayer AG with annual sales of EUR 7.255
billion (2011), is one of the world’s leading innovative crop science companies in the areas of crop
protection, non-agricultural pest control, seeds and traits. The company offers an outstanding range
of products and extensive service backup for modern, sustainable agriculture and for non-agricultural
applications. Bayer CropScience has a global workforce of 21,000 and is represented in more than 120
countries. For more information, visit www.bayercropscience.com.

About Associated Grocers

Pilot participants:

Associated Grocers, Inc. is committed to being the best in the field of grocery suppliers providing
retailers with the tools, products, and services necessary to efficiently and effectively operate their
stores and truly stand out as the alternative choice for today’s consumer. With the mission “Dedicated
to the support and success of the independent retail grocer,” Associated Grocers is on the leading
edge of technology, offering its retailers a full line of services including accounting, advertising,
equipment & design services, marketing, retail technology, and procurement & merchandising. For
more information, visit www.agbr.com.

About C.H. Robinson Worldwide

Founded in 1905, C.H. Robinson Worldwide, Inc. is a global provider of multimodal logistics
services, fresh produce sourcing, and information services to 37,000 customers through a network
of more than 230 offices and over 8,300 employees around the world. The company works with
53,000 transportation providers worldwide. C.H. Robinson is a Fortune 500 company and had
annual revenues of $10.3 billion in 2011. For more information, visit www.chrobinson.com.

ABOUT FoodLogiQ

FoodLogiQ provides traceability and food safety software to the food industry. The company offers
its customers a software platform to demonstrate to their suppliers and customers, local and foreign
regulatory agencies and consumers that they are producing safe, high-quality food. FoodLogiQ’s
software platform combines Traceability, Quality Management, Food Safety Compliance and
Consumer Mobile applications in a single integrated community collaborative application. For more
information, visit www.foodlogiq.com.

About Subsole

Subsole S.A. was founded at the beginning of the 1990s with the purpose of exporting table grapes.
Subsole is composed of prominent fruit growers in Chile. At different plants across the country,
Subsole manages the packing, refrigeration and port dispatching processes of the fruit it sells. For
more information, visit www.subsole.com.

ABOUT GS1 Chile

Chile

GS1 Chile is a world body whose objective is the development and implementation of standards
through collaborative efforts between the different participants in the supply chain. These efforts
focus on producing benefits for improvements in costs associated with the introduction of
technologies, automation processes, and especially the use of global standards in identification
of products, locations, and services. The GS1 System of Standards includes bar codes, standards
for electronic commerce, data synchronization, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) and various
standards for traceability applications. GS1 Chile belongs to GS1 Global and works with the National
Chamber of Commerce in Chile and the Services and Tourism of Chile to offer a varied range of
solutions to domestic industries through consultancies. www.gs1chile.org

ABOUT GS1 US

is a not-for-profit organization that brings industry communities together to solve GS1 US is a notfor-profit organization that brings industry communities together to solve supply-chain problems
through the adoption and implementation of GS1 standards. More than 200,000 businesses in
25 industries rely on GS1 US for trading-partner collaboration and for maximizing the cost
effectiveness, speed, visibility, security and sustainability of their business processes. They achieve
these benefits through GS1 US solutions based on GS1 global unique numbering and identification
systems, barcodes, Electronic Product Code-based RFID, data synchronization, and electronic
information exchange. GS1 US also manages the United Nations Standard Products and Services
Code® (UNSPSC®). www.gs1us.org
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